
What are plate tectonics? 27/03/2018

Do Now

List as many facts as you can 

remember from last lesson

Learning Objectives

▪ To know that the earth is a complex structure

▪ To understand that we have a number of different plates

Key words

▪ Plate

▪ Boundary

▪ Convection

▪ Current 



The crust of the Earth is the outermost 
layer which we stand on, it is solid rock.

The crust is split into sections like a jig 
saw puzzle. Each section is called a 

tectonic plate.

The tectonic plates float on the mantle 
which is a liquid.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=-zNyVPsj8zc&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zNyVPsj8zc&feature=related


Task

1. Cut out the plates and create a jigsaw out of 

them to show the earth’s major plates. Stick 

them down

2. Can you label any of the plates with missing 

labels?

3. Colour in your map to show what is land and 

what is sea

4. Homework - Complete the convection current 

sheet



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQVoSyVu9rk – plate movement over 

time

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryrXAGY1dmE – summary convection 

currents

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQVoSyVu9rk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryrXAGY1dmE


Plates also move!



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9Hr7V1S0

pI&feature=related

Why do the tectonic plates move?

To help you work out the answer to this 

question think about;

• What is the mantle made of?

• Is the mantle moving?

• Are the tectonic plates going to be affected by 

the mantle moving?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9Hr7V1S0pI&feature=related


Task

Why do plates move?

Using the following keywords try and explain why 
tectonic plates move.
Magma
Heats up
Cools
Convection currents
Float



What evidence is there that the 
plates moved?





• The earth’s crust is split into tectonic plates 
like a jig saw puzzle. 

• Each tectonic plate floats on the mantle.

• The mantle is made of magma (melted rock) 
this moves in a circular shape called 
convection currents because it is heated by 
the core and then cools near the crust and 
sinks again.

• Where the plates meet is called a plate 
boundary. This is where earthquakes and 
volcanoes can happen. 



Plenary - Solve these anagrams

• KAAREUTHQE

• LOVEONAC

• ATELP NOTCICET

• NAGPAEA

• RERNTCUS VECONITOCN



What have we learnt today?

What we will learn next…

▪ Destructive plate boundaries

Learning Objectives

▪ To know that the earth is a complex structure

▪ To understand that we have a number of different plates


